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“More than the sum of its parts”
Not entirely separated, but different in core principles
Economics Data Science
Examples where SS and DS 
interact

The job market for economists in tech sector
• Amazon: 150 PhD Economists hired in last 5 yrs
• Compare to Bell Labs 1968-83 economist team (30), journal: (RAND)
• Small legal expert witness industry (mainly as consultants)
• Other than that, this is unprecedented non-academic interactions outside of 
policy evaluation
• Recruited through regular phd market
• 2/3rds as many tech cos as policy schools currently hiring economists

The job market for economists in tech sector
• Working directly on business problems, although some in research 
centers  
• Business Schools: 
• Hiring economists publishing in tech sector
• MBA courses adding DS and Econ methods
Impact on Each Field
• Causal perspective added to DS/Tech filed
• Economics has developed strong toolkit for causal analysis
• Theory helps anticipate intended and unintended consequences, feedback 
loops
• Eg economists showed race bias interest in some Airbnb user functions
• New/better data & data tools added to Economics field
• Economics has been slow to warm to ML/AI
• New questions added to Economics 
• Economics of digitization
• E.g. how does AI and “bigdata” on consumers affect market structure and regulation? 
• How does social/organizational decision making change?
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Two versions of DS & Economics Interactions
• Wrangling/cleaning/analyzing/visualizing data
• Vs
• Technical tools, data architectures, processes from CS: ML random 
forests, optimizing algorithms in new ways, Apache Spark data 
platforms, NLP , AI to automate literature searches (e.g. Meta)
Research to detect 
company behavior in 
response 
to regulations 
(using universe data)
More sophisticated examples

Example Student Group Interactions
SICE and SPEA at IndyBigData Yesterday


Forming Research Teams with DS and SS Expertise
Summary
Traditionally developed separately
Many exciting new possibilities
Opportunities for Training Integration & Team Science
